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THE LION LINE 
Learn the True, Do the Good, Love the Beautiful

From the Headmaster’s Desk 

What a joy it is to finally be onboard and working in Lion Country! I am blessed to be 
surrounded by competent staff, motivated teachers, and supportive parents. We are 
working toward a full school reopening in August; let me assure you that it will be a 

SAFE reopening. We want our scholars and families to know that we not only value a top-notch 
classical education but your safety and security as well. 

I have been very busy working to clarify various school policies. I have also met with the Student 
Council and will strive to listen to student concerns and address issues to the best of my ability. 
Additionally, I plan to meet with parents this fall and listen to your concerns. I know that together 
we can provide the best formative education possible for your scholars. 

As you and your families enjoy this summer break, I hope you will be renewed in your commitment 
to classical education as we are at the school. Have you ever wondered if what you are doing for 
your children is the right thing? Well, of course we have! As parents, we are always evaluating our 
decisions and making some adjustments along the way. So, let me encourage you with some data. 

In 2016, when I joined the Board of Directors to start SJCA, there were only about 15 BCSI 
(Barney Charter School Initiative) schools across the country. Now, there are 24 schools in the 
BCSI network. In fact, three more schools will open for the 2020 school year, and four more are 
slated to open in 2021. Many people are taking notice of the value of what we are doing. Governor 
DeSantis himself has even incorporated curricula from Hillsdale College into the Florida 
Department of Education’s K-12 curriculum.  

Additionally, testing data proves that what we do within the network of BCSI classical school is 
working. Currently, 71% of BCSI scholars are scoring the highest mark or beating the district 
average on state tests. When it comes to college entrance exams, BCSI scholars average five points 
higher than the national average on the ACT and average 150 points higher than the national 
average on the SAT. Even in the classical education community, three of the BCSI schools are in 
the top 25 when it comes to CLT (Classical Learning Test) scores. 

So, let me encourage you today as the Apostle Paul wrote to the church in Galatia 2,000 years ago, 
“And let us not grow weary of doing good, for in due season we will reap, if we do not give up.” 
Let’s press on toward the mark together! 

Sincerely, 

Mr. Johnson
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Mrs. Megan O’Neill, First Grade 

Megan O’Neill is excited to be joining our wonderful team of first grade 
teachers. Although she will be a new addition to our staff, she is not new 

to the St. Johns Classical Academy family. Mrs. O’Neill has been a SJCA parent 
for the last two school years, and she spent time in many of our classrooms as a 
substitute teacher during the 2019-2020 school year. She is looking forward to 
using her experience as a Classical educator to enrich the lives of her scholars 
with the instruction of our content-rich curriculum.  

Mrs. O’Neill has always had a passion for education. After completing a 
teacher’s assistant program in a first grade classroom during her senior year of 
high school in Martin County, Florida, she finished training to become a teacher 
at Florida State University. She graduated Cum Laude with a Bachelor of 

Science degree in Early Childhood Education and a Master of Science degree in Special Education. She 
then worked at Hartsfield Elementary in Tallahassee, Florida as a PreK Special Education teacher until 
she moved to Clay County. She taught for three more years at Paterson Elementary as a Special 
Education teacher of students with learning disabilities before choosing to stay home to spend time with 
her first child.  

As a mother of four children, Mrs. O’Neill jumped back into education eight years ago when she decided to 
teach her children at home. While homeschooling, she assisted her children as they worked through the 
grammar, logic, and rhetoric stages of Classical learning to ensure the best educational opportunities for 
each one of them. She also used the Classical model of education as she taught Foundations and 
Essentials classes each week when they met with their homeschool group. She helped her Foundations 
students learn and memorize their lessons, and she taught her Essentials students strategies for 
improving their diagramming and writing. She is celebrating the end of her homeschooling role since her 
oldest recently graduated from the Classical Conversations Challenge Program and will attend Florida 
State University in the Fall. Her other three children have successfully transitioned to public school, 
performing well in all of their classes for the past two years. Next year, she will have an 11th grader at 
Fleming Island High School, and an 8th grader and a sixth grader here at SJCA.  

Mrs. O’Neill enjoys spending time with her children and husband of twenty years. Their family spends 
most of their summer boating, swimming, and paddle boarding in Lake Asbury. They also like to travel to 
Tallahassee often to cheer for their favorite team, the Seminoles. In her spare time, she likes to lay in the 
hammock and read a good book or get crafty with her Cricut. After a relaxing summer vacation with her 
family, Mrs. O’Neill will be eager to join the scholars in her first grade class as they embark on a new 
school year of learning.  
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New Teacher Introductions 

A dministration has hired an outstanding group of new faculty members. They are committed to the mission 
and vision—to provide an American classical education to the scholars attending St. Johns Classical 

Academy. Please join us in welcoming them to the Academy. 2020-2021 is going to be the best year yet!
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Ms. Melissa Rabino, Second Grade 

Melissa Rabino was born and raised in France by a French mother and an 
Italian father and has always loved learning and traveling. She first arrived 
in the U.S. eleven years ago, settling in South Florida where she graduated 

summa cum Laude from Florida Atlantic University in 2019 with a Bachelor of Arts 
in Elementary Education. While earning her degree, Melissa worked in a private 
gifted school, where she fostered her love of learning and education. As a teacher 
assistant and student teacher, she has positively influenced many students and 
looks forward to continuing to do so at St. Johns Classical Academy as a second 
grade teacher. Ms. Rabino is enthusiastic about the outdoors, cooking, reading, 
watching movies, traveling, and spending time with her family. She will always 
strive to express her dedication to teaching and convey her passion for learning. 
She loves teaching because at the end of every lesson, not only has she imparted knowledge to others, but she has 
learned something from her students in return. Ms. Rabino is excited to be part of the Fleming Island community 
and looks forward to meeting all her students, parents, and staff.   

Mrs. Elizabeth Loeser, Second Grade 

Elizabeth Loeser, a lifelong resident of Jacksonville, earned her 
Bachelor of Science in Education from Auburn University with a 

major in Elementary Education.  She returned home to work on a 
master’s degree from University of North Florida in School Counseling. 
Mrs. Loeser has been an elementary school teacher for more than 30 
years. She has taught children of all ages and learning levels in both 
public and private schools in Duval and St. Johns Counties.  She began 
her career at the DePaul School in Jacksonville, where she taught 
children ages 4-13 with a variety of learning disabilities, focused mainly 
on dyslexia.  While at DePaul, Mrs. Loeser became familiar with Orton-
based reading instruction and the fundamentals of language education. 

Later, she taught third and fourth grade at another private school in 
Jacksonville, where she also had the opportunity to be the student government sponsor and serve as an 
evaluator for private school accreditation.  She brings to St. Johns Classical Academy a strong literacy 
background.  She has worked as one of the pilot teachers with Nemours BrightStart! Dyslexia Initiative, 
where she taught early literacy skills to 4-year-olds. The emphasis of this program was to identify 
children at risk for reading difficulties and provide intervention at the earliest stage to prevent illiteracy.  
From Nemours, she moved to St. Johns County School District, where she worked with the Exceptional 
Student population in grades K-5 to improve reading and math skills as well as improve test scores, 
thereby preventing retention. In addition, Mrs. Loeser owned and operated a tutoring center for 7 years, 
where she gained business experience in management and leadership. She most recently taught preschool 
and VPK in Nocatee and looks forward to returning to the elementary school setting. She is dedicated to 
the mission of classical education. Mrs. Loeser is a life-long learner and scholar. Her passion is working 
with children and igniting the same love of learning and reading in them.  
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Mrs. Liberty Hancock, Fourth Grade 

W e are thrilled to have Mrs. Hancock join our fourth grade team this 
school year. She comes to us from Freedom Crossing Academy in St. 

Johns County where she was in the ESE department and also taught second 
grade. She graduated from UNF with a bachelors in Social Behavioral Education 
with a minor in Sociology. Her husband is a sergeant with St. Johns County 
Sheriff 's Office, and they have three children: Mia, age 13; Haze, age 12; and 
Ceiley, age 7. Though having three children keeps her busy, in Mrs. Hancock’s 
free time, she enjoys traveling, decorating, and spending time with friends and 
family. She was born and raised in Jacksonville, FL and currently resides in 
Rivertown in St. Johns County. She teaches with passion for all subjects so that 
all students develop a desire to become lifelong learners.  

Mr. David Horne, Fifth Grade 

David Horne is a Clay County native and a graduate of the University of 
Oklahoma. He spent 15 years teaching for the Department of Defense in 

Korea and Germany and five years teaching at international schools in 
Southeast Asia. While overseas, he participated in humanitarian visits to local/
indigenous schools in more than 30 countries. 

 

Mrs. Ruth DePeralta, 6th Grade 

Mrs. Ruth DePeralta is what you might call an accidental teacher. She 
earned a degree in Journalism from the University of the Philippines 

then worked at the Manila bureau of the German Press Agency (Deutsche 
Presse Agentur) right out of college. After over a year in the foreign press, she 
held various positions in advertising, sales, and marketing. Education 
beckoned after volunteering countless hours in her three children’s schools. 
She started as a reading interventionist at the Orange Park Performing Arts 
Academy in 2016, then moved to Seven Bridges School as a Spanish and 
History Teacher for middle and high school students in 2018. For the 
2019-2020 school year, she was given the Teacher of the Year award for being 

“an outstanding teacher, who, through her excellence in teaching, will impact and influence the 
educational journey of her students for many years to come.” She is certified in Social Sciences and is 
excited to join the SJCA faculty this year as a 6th Grade ELA and History Teacher. She has three SJCA 
scholars; two of whom have been at SJCA since the school opened. She lives in Jacksonville with her 
husband, their children (Joshua, Matthew, & Abigail), and adorable cats (Ally & Comet). 
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Mr. Coleman, High School Science 

Mr. John Coleman is a 2012 University of North Florida graduate with a 
Bachelor of Arts in Education, with a major in Secondary Sciences 

(Chemistry 6-12), after having attended St. John’s River State College for his 
Associate in Arts (A.A.) degree. His Teaching Certifications are in 
Chemistry and Biology. He comes to us from Clay High School, where he 
taught 10th grade Standard Biology after spending the previous six years 
teaching Middle and High School Sciences at R.C. Bannerman Learning 
Center in Green Cove Springs. He also co-taught Honors and AP Chemistry 
at Clay High for the 2012-13 school year. In 2005, Mr. Coleman retired from 
the United States Navy after 23 years of service.

Mr. Tippins, Jr. and Sr. High Music  

Florida native Mr. Jeff Tippins attended Florida State University and 
studied Music Education and Psychology. After graduation, Mr. Tippins 

joined the Jacksonville Symphony as Principal Timpanist and section 
percussion. While a faculty member at Florida Community College of 
Jacksonville, he discovered his passion for teaching. After being invited by 
Episcopal School of Jacksonville, he joined the faculty full time and remained 
for twenty years. While at ESJ, Mr. Tippins created the Jazz Ensemble, Pep 
Band, Theatre Orchestra as well as new courses in Music Production, 
Contemporary Music, and a History of Modern Music. ESJ Ensembles 
consistently earned "Outstanding" ratings (the highest possible) in the 
Independent Schools Music Festival––a consortium of ten area Independent 
School Music programs in Northeast Florida. 

Mrs. Freeman, Front Desk Secretary 

Rachel Freeman has been married to Nathan Freeman for 20 years, and they have three children: Kamryn, 
a senior; Rylan, a freshman; and River, a 2nd grader.  As a family, they very much enjoy outdoor water-
related activities and serving in the church, River Christian Church, that 
Nathan pastors.  Rachel calls Florida home but was born in Kentucky and 
has lived in Arkansas and Arizona for several years as well.  Her degree in 
Elementary Education lead to her first jobs teaching 5th grade and then 2nd 
grade in Tucson, AZ.  After having children, she enjoyed staying home for 
many years, homeschooling her children, and working part-time jobs at 
preschools, or substituting for Clay County.  Most recently, Rachel worked 
at Montclair Elementary as a Title I Teacher Assistant and was honored to 
be chosen as the School Related Employee of the Year for 2019-2020.  She 
is very excited about the opportunity to work with the staff and families at 
St. Johns Classical. 
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St. Johns Classical Academy School Calendar 
2020-2021 

 

Created June 30, 2020 

School Hours  
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday  
(Grammar School (K-6th) 8:00 AM – 3:00 PM) (Junior High (7th & 8th) / High School (9th-11th): 7:30 AM – 2:30 PM) 
 
*Early Release every Wednesday* 
(Grammar School (K-6th) 8:00 AM – 1:00 PM) (Junior High (7th & 8th) / High School (9th-11th): 7:30 AM – 12:30 PM) 
 
Monday, August 3, 2020     First Day, Teacher 
Thursday, August 6, 2020    Inservice Day 
Tuesday, August 11, 2020     First Day, Students 
Monday, September 7, 2020    Labor Day, Student/Teacher Holiday 
Friday, October 9, 2020     End First Grading Period (43 days) 
Monday, October 12, 2020     Planning Day/Student Holiday 
Wednesday, November 11, 2020    Veterans' Day, Student/Teacher Holiday 
Monday, Nov. 23 thru Friday, Nov. 27, 2020  Thanksgiving, Student/Teacher Holidays 
Tuesday, December 15, 2020   High School Midterms begin 
Wednesday, December 16, 2020   Early Dismissal 

(Grammar School 11:15) (Junior High / High School 10:45)  
Thursday, December 17, 2020   Early Dismissal 

(Grammar School 11:15) (Junior High / High School 10:45) 
Friday, December 18, 2020   Early Dismissal 
       (Grammar School 11:15) (Junior High / High School 10:45) 
Friday, December 18, 2020    End Second Grading Period (43 days) 
Monday, Dec. 21, 2020 thru Friday, Jan. 1, 2021  Christmas/New Year’s Break, Student/Teacher Holidays 
Monday, January 4, 2021     Planning Day/Student Holiday 
Tuesday, January 5, 2021     Students Return to School 
Monday, January 18, 2021    Martin Luther King, Jr. Day, Student/Teacher Holiday 
Monday, February 15, 2021    Presidents' Day, Student/Teacher Holiday 
Friday, March 12, 2021     End Third Grading Period (47 days) 
Monday, March 15 thru Friday, March 19, 2021  Spring Break, Student/Teacher Holidays 
Monday, March 22, 2021     Planning Day, Student Holiday 
Tuesday, March 23, 2021     Students Return to School 
Friday, April 2, 2021     Good Friday, Student/Teacher Holiday 
Monday, April 5, 2021     Fair Day, Student/Teacher Holiday 
Tuesday, May 25, 2021    High School Finals begin 
Wednesday, May 26, 2021    Early Dismissal 
       (Grammar School 11:15) (Junior High / High School 10:45) 
Thursday, May 27, 2021    Early Dismissal  
       (Grammar School 11:15) (Junior High / High School 10:45) 
Friday, May 28, 2021     Last Day, Students (4th Grading Period - 47 days) 
Friday, May 28, 2021    Early Dismissal 
       (Grammar School 11:15) (Junior High / High School 10:45) 
Monday, May 31, 2021     Memorial Day (Observed), Teacher Holiday 
Tuesday, June 1, 2021     Last Day, Teachers – Planning Day 
Friday, June 4, 2021    Report cards to parents 
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}łáɔ�Ę÷áÖł¾ɔɦ ¾ğă×¾ɦ^÷œŮáğɧ
�Ę÷áÖł¾ɦȒɦAĦğĦłņɔɦ^Ħł¾ɦ�œłĔáɦ¾ğÝɦ�ŮĘ¾ğɦ8łááĞ¾ğɧ
�Ę÷áÖł¾ɦȓɦAĦğĦłņɔɦEņ¾ÖáĘĘáɦ8ăğÝáĘĘɧ
9áĦĞáŎłŮɦAĦğĦłņɔɦRáņņă×¾ɦ�ğŎĦăğáɧ

ɧ
�×ăáğ×áɧ

ȘŎÿɦ9ł¾Ýáɦ�Ýŧ¾ğ×áÝɦ�×ăáğ×áɔɦ�ĞáĘă¾ɦdɟ^áăĘĘɧ
șŎÿɦ9ł¾Ýáɦ�Ýŧ¾ğ×áÝɦ�×ăáğ×áɔɦ�¾÷¾ğɦ ăŭĦğɧ
�ăĦĘĦ÷ŮɦAĦğĦłņɔɦ9ł¾×áɦAĦĘŎĦğɧ
�ÿáĞăņŎłŮɦAĦğĦłņɔɦEņ¾ÖáĘĘáɦ8ăğÝáĘĘɧ

ɧ
¦ĦłĘÝɦW¾ğ÷œ¾÷áņɧ

W¾ŎăğɦEɔɦ�ł¾ğÝĦğɦWĦĿáŶɧ
W¾ŎăğɦEEɔEņ¾ÖáĘĘáɦ8ăğÝáĘĘɦ¾ğÝɦ ¾ğăáĘɦ�¾ğĔņɧ
W¾ŎăğɦEEEɔ¦áğÝáĘĘɦ8áĘă×ă¾ğĦɔ�áłłĦ×¾Ęáņɧ
8łáğ×ÿɦEɔɦWĦ÷¾ğɦ8áłłáăł¾ɧ

ɧ
}ÿŮņă×¾Ęɦ$Ýœ×¾ŎăĦğɧ

�ĞáĘă¾ɦdɟ^áăĘĘɀɦ�șŎÿɠ÷ł¾Ýáɡ
$Ŏÿ¾ğɦWááɀɦ�șŎÿɠ÷ł¾Ýáɧ
�¾÷¾ğɦ ăŭĦğɀɦ�ȚŎÿɠ÷ł¾Ýáɡ
Eņ¾ă¾ÿɦ�ŨĔŨ¾łÝɀɦ�ȚŎÿɠ÷ł¾Ýáɧ
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AĦğĦłɦ�ĦĘĘɧ
AĦğĦłɦłĦĘĘɦłáöĘá×Ŏņɦöăğ¾Ęɦ÷ł¾ÝáņɦöłĦĞɦŎÿáɦöăłņŎɦŎÿłááɦ¾×¾ÝáĞă×ɦŁœ¾łŎáłņȿɧ

ɞ�ɟɦAĦğĦłɦ�ĦĘĘɧ
�ğŎĦăğáɀɦRáņņă×¾ɀɦȒȑɧ
�¾ğĔņɀɦ ¾ğăáĘɀɦȚɧ
�¾łŎÿĦĘĦĞáɀɦ]Ů¾ɀɦȚɧ
�Ħ×ÿł¾ğáɀɦ�Ę¾œÝă¾ɀɦșɧ
 á¾ŎĦğɀɦ�Ę¾Ůğ¾ÿɀɦșɧ
 ăŭĦğɀɦ�¾÷¾ğɀɦșɧ
$ĘĘ÷łáğɀɦWăĘĘŮ¾ğğáɀɦȚɧ
8ăğÝáĘĘɀɦEņ¾ÖáĘĘáɀɦȒȑɧ
8łááĞ¾ğɀɦ�ŮĘ¾ğɀɦșɧ
9¾łăɀɦdłĘ¾ğÝĦɀɦșɧ
9ă¾×ĦĞ¾ğɀɦR¾×ĔņĦğɀɦșɧ
9ĘŮğğɀɦ9ă¾ğğ¾ɀɦȒȑɧ
AĦĘŎĦğɀɦ9ł¾×áɀɦȚɧ
AĦĦÝɀɦ�¾ŮĘĦłɀɦșɧ
]ĦĦÝŮɀɦRĦÿğɀɦșɧ
}ăá×ÿĦŎ¾ɀɦ�ÝÝăņĦğɀɦȘɧ
�ŮĘáłɀɦA¾ğğ¾ÿɀɦȘɧ

ɞ�Ɍ�ɟɦAĦğĦłɦ�ĦĘĘɧ
�Ý¾Ğņɀɦ�Öă÷¾ăĘɀɦșɧ
�Ý¾Ğņɀɦ�ĦĘÖŮɀɦȘɧ
�ŧáłŮɀɦ�ŮĘáłɀɦșɧ
�¾łłŮɀɦ�łŮğğ¾ɀɦȒȑɧ
�¾ŎŎáğɀɦ�ĘŮņņ¾ɀɦșɧ
�œĘĘɀɦ�Ę¾ŮŎĦğɀɦșɧ
�Ħ÷÷ăğņɀɦW¾œłáğɀɦșɧ
�ł¾Ğáłɀɦ�ł¾ğÝĦğɀɦșɧ
 á�łăņŎĦö¾łĦɀɦW¾ŮĘ¾ɀɦȘɧ
 áĘáĦğɀɦEņ¾ÖáĘĘ¾ɀɦșɧ
 áɦ}áł¾ĘŎ¾ɀɦ]¾ŎŎÿáŨɀɦȘɧ
$ğ÷Ęăņÿɀɦ ɟR¾ŧ¾ğɀɦȘɧ
$ŧ¾ğņɀɦ�¾ĘáÖɀɦȚɧ
8áĘă×ă¾ğĦɔ�áłłĦ×¾Ęáņɀɦ¦áÝ¾ğ÷áĘăņɀɦșɧ
8ăğÝáĘĘɀɦ$Ŏÿ¾ğɀɦȒȑɧ
9ĦĦÝņĦğɀɦ�¾łĦğɦ�ÿ¾ņáɀɦȚɧ
9łăööăŎÿņɀɦ�¾ņņ¾ğÝł¾ɀɦȘɧ
A¾ĞĞĦğÝɀɦ�¾ĘĘăáɀɦȘɧ
AĦĘŎĦğɀɦ�łœáɀɦȘɧ
R¾×ĔņĦğɀɦ�¾ÝáğɀɦȒȑɧ
RáğğáŎŎáɔ�¾łŎáłɀɦRáņņă×¾ɦ�ÿ¾Ů¾ɀɦȘɧ
Tł¾œņáɀɦ�¾Ýáğɀɦșɧ
WááɀɦEņ¾ÖáĘĘ¾ɀɦȘɧ
Wáŧăğɀɦ�¾łĘŮɀɦȒȑɧ
WáŨăņɔWĦĿáŶɀɦ áŧáğɀɦșɧ
Wăŧáņ¾Ůɀɦ�Ę¾ĔáɀɦȒȑɧ
Wăŧáņ¾ŮɀɦWœ×¾ņɀɦȘɧ
]×9ăğğɀɦR¾×Ĕɀɦșɧ
]×T¾Ůɀɦ�ÝŮņáğɀɦȘɧ
]áğÝáņɀɦ�Öă÷¾ăĘɀɦȘɧ
^÷œŮáğɀɦ ¾ğă×¾ɀɦșɧ
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ɞ�Ɍ�ɟɦAĦğĦłɦ�ĦĘĘɦɎ×ĦğŎăğœáÝɏɧ
dɟ^áăĘĘɀɦ�ĞáĘă¾ɀɦȘɧ
}¾łłăņɀɦ´¾×ÿ¾łŮɀɦȚɧ
}ÿăĘĘăĿņɀɦ�ŮĘ¾ğɀɦȘɧ
}ăğáłɀɦ�ÿ¾łĘĦŎŎáɀɦșɧ
�áŧáĘņɀɦRĦņÿœ¾ɦ]œłł¾ŮɀɦȚɧ
�Ħ÷ăņÿɀɦ�¾áĘŮğɀɦȒȑɧ
�¾ŨŮáłɀɦ9¾ÖłăáĘĘ¾ɀɦșɧ
�¾ŨŮáłɀɦTáğğáÝŮɀɦȘɧ
�¾ŨŮáłɀɦW¾œłáğɀɦȒȑɧ
�×ÿáłáłɀɦ$Ŏÿ¾ğɀɦȘɧ
�ŎœĘĘɀɦ�¾ņáŮɀɦȘɧ
¥¾ğTáœłáğɀɦT¾ŎÿáłăğáɦWá¾ÿɀɦȘɧ
¥ăŶ×¾łłĦğÝĦɀɦ ¾ğăáĘɀɦȘɧ
¦á¾ŧáłɀɦ áŧĘăğɀɦȚɧ
¦ÿăŎáɀɦ�ÝŮņĦğɀɦȚɧ
¬Ħœğ÷ɀɦ�ņÿĘáă÷ÿɀɦȘɧ

ɧ
ɧ
8ăğáɦ�łŎņɦ�Ũ¾łÝņɧ

�ÿáɦAœğ÷¾łă¾ğɦ×ĦĞĿĦņáłɦ�âĘ¾ɦ�¾łŎħĔɦĦğ×áɦņ¾ăÝɀɦɜ�ĦĞĿáŎăŎăĦğņɦ¾łáɦöĦłɦÿĦłņáņɀɦğĦŎɦ¾łŎăņŎņɝȿɦ�ÿĦœ÷ÿɦEɦöăğÝɦŨÿ¾Ŏɧ
ŎÿáɦÝá¾łɦĞ¾áņŎłĦɦņ¾ăÝɦŎĦɦÖáɦŎłœáɀɦăŎɦņÿĦœĘÝɦÖáɦğĦŎáÝɦ¾ÝÝăŎăĦğ¾ĘĘŮɦŎÿ¾ŎɦÿáɦğáŧáłɦłáöœņáÝɦŎĦɦ¾××áĿŎɦÿăņɦņáŧáł¾Ęɦłá×Ħ÷ğăŎăĦğņɧ
¾ğÝɦ¾Ũ¾łÝņȿɦAĦŨáŧáłɀɦŨáɦĞœņŎɦŎÿáğɦĘĦĦĔɦăğŎĦɦŎÿăņɦņŎ¾ŎáĞáğŎɦĦöɦ×łăŎă×ăņĞɦĦöɦ¾Ũ¾łÝăğ÷ɦ¾łŎăņŎņɦöĦłɦŎÿáăłɦŨĦłĔȿɦEŎɦăņɦÝăööă×œĘŎɧ
ŎĦɦ¾Ũ¾łÝɦ¾ğɦ¾łŎăņŎɦĦłɦ¾łŎɦăğɦ÷áğáł¾ĘɦÖá×¾œņáɦŨáɦÝĦğɟŎɦĔğĦŨɦŎÿáɦĿœłĿĦņáɦĦöɦ¾łŎɦœğŎăĘɦăŎɦăņɦáăŎÿáłɦáŭĿĘ¾ăğáÝɦŎĦɦœņɀɦĦłɦŨáɦ÷ăŧáɧ
ăŎɦ¾ğɦăğÿáłáğŎɦŧ¾ĘœáɦÖ¾ņáÝɦĦğɦĦœłɦłá¾×ŎăĦğɦŎĦɦăŎȿɦ ĦáņɦĦğáɦĞ¾Ĕáɦ¾łŎɦöĦłɦăŎɦŎĦɦÖáɦłá×Ħ÷ğăŶáÝɦÖŮɦĦŎÿáłņɆɦ¦áɦÝĦğɟŎɦĔğĦŨȿɧ
 ĦáņɦĦğáɦĞ¾Ĕáɦ¾łŎɦöĦłɦŎÿáɦĿœłĿĦņáɦĦöɦáğŎă×ăğ÷ɦ×łăŎă×ăņĞɆɦ¦áɦÝĦğɟŎɦĔğĦŨȿɦ ĦáņɦŎÿáɦ¾łŎăņŎɦ×łá¾ŎáɦăğɦĦłÝáłɦŎĦɦăğŧĦĔáɦ¾ɧ
×ĦĞĞœğ¾Ęɦ×¾Ŏÿ¾łņăņɦĦöɦŎÿáăłɦáĞĦŎăĦğņɆɦ¦áɦÝĦğɟŎɦĔğĦŨȿɦ�ĘĘɦĿœłĿĦņáņɦĦöɦŎÿáɦłá¾ņĦğăğ÷ɦĦöɦŎÿáɦ×łá¾ŎăĦğɦĦöɦ¾łŎɦĘăáɦŨăŎÿɦŎÿáɧ
¾łŎăņŎɀɦ¾ğÝɦŨăĘĘɦņŎ¾ŮɦŨăŎÿɦŎÿáĞɦœğŎăĘɦŎÿáŮɦ×ÿĦĦņáɦöĦłɦăŎɦğĦŎɦŎĦȿɦAœĞ¾ğņɦ¾łáɦŎÿáɦĦğĘŮɦÖáăğ÷ņɦăğɦŎÿáɦœğăŧáłņáɦŎÿ¾Ŏɦ×łá¾ŎáɦöĦłɧ
ŎÿáɦņĦĘáɦĿœłĿĦņáɦĦöɦ×łá¾Ŏăğ÷ȿɦ¦áɦÝĦɦğĦŎɦğááÝɦŎĦɦŨá¾ŧáɦŨáÖņɦöĦłɦņÿáĘŎáłɀɦö¾ņÿăĦğɦŎĦĦĘņɦĦœŎɦĦöɦŎÿáɦá¾łŎÿɦöĦłɦņœłŧăŧ¾ĘɀɦĦłɧ
×ĦŧáłɦĦœłņáĘŧáņɦăğɦ×¾ĞĦœöĘ¾÷áɦŎĦɦŨ¾łÝɦĦööɦĿłáÝ¾ŎĦłņȿɦ¦áɦĦğĘŮɦğááÝɦŎĦɦ×łá¾Ŏáɀɦ¾ğÝɦ¾łáɦáğ×Ħœł¾÷áÝɦŎĦȿɦ¦áɦ¾łáɦ×ĦĞĿĘáŎáĘŮɧ
öłááɦăğɦĦœłɦ¾ÖăĘăŎŮɦŎĦɦ×łá¾Ŏáɦ¾ğŮŎÿăğ÷ɦŨáɦĿĘá¾ņáȿɦ�ÿ¾ŎɦğááÝņɦŎĦɦÖáɦŧ¾ĘœáÝɀɦğœłŎœłáÝɀɦ¾ğÝɦŎ¾œ÷ÿŎȿɦEöɦŨáɦÝĦɦğĦŎɦŧ¾ĘœáɦŎÿáɦöăğáɧ
¾łŎņɦăğɦĦœłɦĘăŧáņɀɦŎÿáğɦŨáɦĘĦņáɦĞĦłáɦŎÿ¾ğɦĦœłɦņ¾ğăŎŮɂɦŨáɦĘĦņáɦŎÿáɦ¾ÖăĘăŎŮɦŎĦɦ×ĦĞĞœğă×¾ŎáɦáĞĦŎăĦğɀɦĘĦ÷ă×ɀɦ¾ğÝɦăÝá¾ņȿɦ�ÿáɧ
öĦĘĘĦŨăğ÷ɦņŎœÝáğŎņɦ¾łáɦłá×áăŧăğ÷ɦ¾Ũ¾łÝņɦöłĦĞɦŎÿáɦöăğáɦ¾łŎņɦÝáĿ¾łŎĞáğŎɦĦöɦ�¾ăğŎɦRĦÿğņɦ�Ę¾ņņă×¾Ęɦ�×¾ÝáĞŮɦğĦŎɦĦğĘŮɦöĦłɧ
Ŏÿáăłɦ¾łŎăņŎă×ɦ¾ÖăĘăŎŮɀɦÖœŎɦöĦłɦɦŎÿáăłɦ×ĦĞĿĘáŎáɦÝáÝă×¾ŎăĦğɦŎĦɦŎÿáăłɦ×ł¾öŎȿɦ�ÿĦœ÷ÿɦáŧáłŮɦņŎœÝáğŎɦăņɦÝáņáłŧăğ÷ɦĦöɦ¾ğɦ¾Ũ¾łÝɀɧ
Ŏÿáłáɦ¾łáɦŎÿĦņáɦŎÿ¾Ŏɦÿ¾ŧáɦņÿăğáÝɦɦăğɦ¾ɦŨ¾ŮɦŎÿ¾ŎɦăņɦÝáņáłŧăğ÷ɦĦöɦŎÿáɦłá×Ħ÷ğăŎăĦğɦĦöɦŎÿáɦņ×ÿĦĦĘȿɦ�ÿáņáɦņŎœÝáğŎņɦ¾łáɦÿ¾ğÝɧ
ņáĘá×ŎáÝɦÖŮɦŎÿáɦöăğáɦ¾łŎņɦö¾×œĘŎŮɦ¾ğÝɦŨăĘĘɦáğ×Ħœł¾÷áɦŎÿáɦöăğáɦ¾łŎņɦņŎœÝáğŎɦÖĦÝŮɦŎĦɦ×ĦğŎăğœáɦŎĦɦÿĦğáɦŎÿáăłɦ×ł¾öŎɦ¾ğÝɦ×¾łłŮɧ
ŎÿáɦŎĦł×ÿɦöĦłɦŎÿáɦöœŎœłáɦĦöɦöăğáɦ¾łŎņɦ¾Ŏɦ�¾ăğŎɦRĦÿğņɦ�Ę¾ņņă×¾Ęɦ�×¾ÝáĞŮȿɧ

Ɏɠ�łĦĦĔņɠ�Ę¾łĔáɡ
ɧ
ɧ

ɧ
�ÿáɦ á¾ğɟņɦEğŎáłÝăņ×ăĿĘăğ¾łŮɦ8ăğáɦ�łŎņɦ�Ũ¾łÝɧ

�ÿáɦ á¾ğɟņɦEğŎáłÝăņ×ăĿĘăğ¾łŮɦ8ăğáɦ�łŎņɦ�Ũ¾łÝɦăņɦ¾Ũ¾łÝáÝɦŎĦɦ¾ɦņăğ÷ĘáɦņŎœÝáğŎɦŨÿĦɦŎłœĘŮɦÝáÝă×¾Ŏáņɧ
ŎÿáĞņáĘŧáņɦŎĦɦŎÿáɦáŭĿĘĦł¾ŎăĦğɦĦöɦŎÿáɦ¾łŎņɦ¾ņɦ¾ɦŨÿĦĘáȿɦ�ÿăņɦņŎœÝáğŎɦğĦŎɦĦğĘŮɦĘĦŧáņɦŎÿáɦÖá¾œŎăöœĘɦÖœŎɦáŭ×áĘņɦăğɧ
Öłăğ÷ăğ÷ɦĞĦłáɦÖá¾œŎŮɦăğŎĦɦŎÿáɦŨĦłĘÝȿɦ�ÿăņɦ¾Ũ¾łÝɦłá×Ħ÷ğăŶáņɦŎÿáɦÝăņ×ăĿĘăğáɦ¾ğÝɦ×ĦĞĞăŎĞáğŎɦɦğá×áņņ¾łŮɦŎĦɧ
ÝáŧáĘĦĿɦŎÿáăłɦ×ł¾öŎɦ¾×łĦņņɦŎÿáɦ¾łŎņȿɧ

�Öă÷¾ăĘɦ9¾ĘáğĔĦɀɦ�ȓȒŎÿɠ÷ł¾Ýáɧɧ

ɧ
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�łá¾Ŏăŧáɦ¦łăŎăğ÷ɦ�Ũ¾łÝņɧ

EğŎłĦɦŎĦɦ�łá¾Ŏăŧáɦ¦łăŎăğ÷ɔɦ�á×ăĘă¾ɦ�łĦöŎɀɦ�ȚŎÿɠ9ł¾Ýáɧ
�łá¾Ŏăŧáɦ¦łăŎăğ÷ɦȔɦAĦğĦłņɔɦ�¾áĘŮğɦ�Ħ÷ăņÿɀɦ�ȓȒŎÿɠ9ł¾Ýáɡ

ɡ
�¾ğÝɦ�Ũ¾łÝņɧ

ɧ
}¾Ŏłă×Ĕɦ�ȿɦ9ăĘĞĦłáɦ�Ũ¾łÝ�ɔɦ9¾ÖłăáĘɦ�Ęă×á¾ɀɦ�ȓȒŎÿɠ÷ł¾Ýáɡ
Ɏ¦ăğÝɦ$ğņáĞÖĘáɏɦ�ĦğÝœ×ŎĦłņɦ�Ũ¾łÝ�ɦɔɦ]Ů¾ɦ�¾łŎÿĦĘĦĞáɧ
Ɏ�á÷ăğğăğ÷ɏɦ�ĦğÝœ×ŎĦłņɦ�Ũ¾łÝ�ɦɔɦ�¾ĘĘăáɦA¾ĞĞĦğÝɧ
WáĦğ¾łÝɦ�áłğņŎáăğɦ]œņă×ă¾ğņÿăĿɦ�Ũ¾łÝ�ɦɔɦRĦÿğɦ]ĦĦÝŮɧ
WĦœăņɦ�łĞņŎłĦğ÷ɦR¾ŶŶɦ�Ũ¾łÝ�ɦɔɦdłĘ¾ğÝĦɦ9¾łăɧ
�œăğ×ŮɦRĦğáņɦ]œņă×ă¾ğņÿăĿɦ�Ũ¾łÝ�ɦɔɦ ¾ğăáĘɦ�¾ğĔņɧ
RĦÿğɦ}ÿăĘĘăĿɦ�Ħœņ¾ɦ�¾ğÝɦ�Ũ¾łÝ�ɦɔɦ9ł¾×áɦAĦĘŎĦğɧ
Ɋ8áĘăŭɦ]áğÝáĘņņĦÿğɦ�Ũ¾łÝɦöĦłɦ$ŭ×áĘĘáğ×áɦăğɦ]œņă×ɦAăņŎĦłŮ�ɦɔɦRĦņÿœ¾ɦ�áŧáĘņɧɧ
Ɋ�ÿáɦWŮ×áœĞɦ�Ũ¾łÝɦöĦłɦ}ÿăĘĦņĦĿÿŮ�ɦɔɦ�á×ăĘă¾ɦ�łĦöŎɧ

ɧ
�á÷ăğğăğ÷ɦ�¾ğÝɧ

]ĦņŎɦEĞĿłĦŧáÝɦɔɦW¾ğÝĦğɦ�¾ğɦ}áÝłĦɧ
]ĦņŎɦEĞĿłĦŧáÝɦɔɦ�¾ņņ¾ğÝł¾ɦ9łăööăŎÿņɧ
dœŎņŎ¾ğÝăğ÷ɦ¦ĦĦÝŨăğÝɦɔɦ�łŮğğɦA¾ŨĔăğņĦğɧ
dœŎņŎ¾ğÝăğ÷ɦ¦ĦĦÝŨăğÝɦɔɦ�ŮĘáłɦ�œŎŎņɧ
dœŎņŎ¾ğÝăğ÷ɦ�ł¾ņņɦɔɦ�ÿ¾łĘĦŎŎáɦ}ăğáłɧ
dœŎņŎ¾ğÝăğ÷ɦ�ł¾ņņɦɔɦ�ĦĘÖŮɦ�Ý¾Ğņɧ
dœŎņŎ¾ğÝăğ÷ɦ}áł×œņņăĦğɦɔɦ�¾ĘáÖɦ�¾œğÝáłņɧ
dœŎņŎ¾ğÝăğ÷ɦ}áł×œņņăĦğɦɔɦTáğğáÝŮɦ�¾ŨŮáłɧ

ɧ
¦ăğÝɦ$ğņáĞÖĘáɧ

]ĦņŎɦEĞĿłĦŧáÝɦɔɦ$ŧ¾ğɦ�œłĔáņɧ
]ĦņŎɦEĞĿłĦŧáÝɦɔɦ�¾ŮĘĦłɦAĦĦÝɧ
dœŎņŎ¾ğÝăğ÷ɦ¦ĦĦÝŨăğÝɦɔɦ�Ę¾ğ¾ɦ�Ůáłņɧ
dœŎņŎ¾ğÝăğ÷ɦ¦ĦĦÝŨăğÝɦɔɦ¦áğÝáĘĘɦ8áĘă×ă¾ğĦɔ�áłłĦ×¾Ęáņɧ
dœŎņŎ¾ğÝăğ÷ɦ�ł¾ņņɦɔɦ9ł¾ğŎɦ ăŭĦğɧ
dœŎņŎ¾ğÝăğ÷ɦ}áł×œņņăĦğɦɔɦA¾ğğ¾ÿɦ]œáğŶĞ¾Ůɧ
dœŎņŎ¾ğÝăğ÷ɦ}áł×œņņăĦğɦɔɦ�ł¾ğÝĦğɦ�ł¾Ğáłɧ

ɧ
ȓȑȓȑɦ�Ę¾Ůɦ�ĦœğŎŮɦ�ĘĘɦ�ĦœğŎŮɦ}¾łŎă×ăĿ¾ğŎ�ɦɔɦ9ł¾×áɦAĦĘŎĦğɧ
ȓȑȓȑɦ8łĦņŎɦAĦğĦłɦ�¾ğÝɦ}¾łŎă×ăĿ¾ğŎņ�ɦɔɦ]Ů¾ɦ�¾łŎÿĦĘĦĞáɀɦ9ł¾×áɦAĦĘŎĦğɀɦ}¾łĔáłɦ�ĦŨĘáŮɧ
ɧ
ȓȑȓȑɦ�ĦĘĦɦ�ğÝɦ$ğņáĞÖĘáɦ}¾łŎă×ăĿ¾ğŎņ�ɦɔɦ�¾ĘĘăáɦA¾ĞĞĦğÝɀɦ9¾Öăɦ�¾ŨŮáłɀɦTáğğáÝŮɦ�¾ŨŮáłɀɦ�¾ĘáÖɧ
�¾œğÝáłņɀɧɧ

dłĘ¾ğÝĦɦ9¾łăɀɦ^¾Ŏÿ¾ğɦTĘăğ÷ÖáăĘɧ
ɧ
ȓȑȓȑɦ�ĦĘĦɦ¾ğÝɦ$ğņáĞÖĘáɦɜ�œĿáłăĦłɝɦ�¾Ŏăğ÷ɦ�Ũ¾łÝņ�ɦɔɦ�¾ĘáÖɦ�¾œğÝáłņɀɦdłĘ¾ğÝĦɦ9¾łăɧ
ɧ

ɧ
�ÿĦłœņɦ�Ũ¾łÝņɧ

ȘŎÿɦ9ł¾Ýáɔɦ�ÝÝăņĦğɦ}ăá×ÿĦŎ¾ɧ
șŎÿɦ9ł¾Ýáɔɦ¦áÝ¾ğ÷áĘăņɦ8áĘă×ă¾ğĦɔ�áłłĦ×¾Ęáņɧ
ȚŎÿɦ9ł¾ÝáɔɦWăĘĘŮ¾ğğáɦ$ĘĘ÷łáğɧ
ȒȑŎÿɦ9ł¾ÝáɔɦEņ¾ÖáĘĘáɦ8ăğÝáĘĘɧ

ɧ
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ɧ
¥ăņœ¾Ęɦ�łŎņɦ�Ũ¾łÝņɧ

8ĦłɦĿáłņáŧáł¾ğ×áɦ¾ğÝɦÝáÝă×¾ŎăĦğɦĘá¾Ýăğ÷ɦŎĦɦáŭ×áĘĘáğ×áɦăğɦŎÿáɦŧăņœ¾Ęɦ¾łŎņɧ
�

ȘŎÿɦ9ł¾Ýáɧ
�ŮĘ¾ğÝɦ}ÿăĘĘăĿņɧ
�ĞáĘă¾ɦdɟ^á¾Ęɧ
A¾ğğ¾ÿɦ�ŮĘáłɧ
ɧɧ

șŎÿɦ9ł¾Ýáɧ
�á÷¾ğɦ ăŭĦğɧ
$ĞĞ¾ɦ�á¾ÿ¾ğɧ
 ¾ğă×¾ɦ^÷œŮáğɧɧ

ȚŎÿɦ9ł¾Ýáɧ
WăĘĘă¾ğ¾ɦRĦÿğņĦğɧ
 áŧĘăğɦ¦á¾ŧáłɧ
�ğÝłáŨɦ]áğÝáņɧɧ
ɧɧ

ȒȑŎÿɦ9ł¾Ýáɧ
Ráņņă×¾ɦ�ğŎĦăğáɧ
$Ęăđ¾ÿɦ}ĦĘăɧ
RĦÿğɦ9¾łăɧ

ɧ
ɧ

ɧ
ɧ

ɧ
ɧ

$ŭŎł¾×œłłă×œĘ¾łɦ�×ŎăŧăŎăáņɧ
�ÿáɦöĦĘĘĦŨăğ÷ɦ¾Ũ¾łÝņɦ÷ĦɦŎĦɦņ×ÿĦĘ¾łņɦŨÿĦņáɦÝáÝă×¾ŎăĦğɀɦ×ĦğŎłăÖœŎăĦğɀɦ¾ğÝɦ×ĦĞĞăŎĞáğŎɦņáŎɦŎÿáĞɦ¾Ŀ¾łŎɦăğɦ¾ɦņ×ÿĦĦĘɧ

×ĘœÖɀɦĦł÷¾ğăŶ¾ŎăĦğɀɦĦłɦņĿĦłŎȿɦ�ÿáņáɦņ×ÿĦĘ¾łņɦăĞĿłĦŧáɦœĿĦğɦŎÿáɦĦł÷¾ğăŶ¾ŎăĦğņɦŎÿáŮɦ¾łáɦ¾ɦĿ¾łŎɦĦöɦÖŮɦ÷ăŧăğ÷ɦĦöɦŎÿáĞņáĘŧáņɧ
¾ÖĦŧáɦ¾ğÝɦÖáŮĦğÝɦŎÿáɦłáŁœăłáĞáğŎņɦĦöɦĞáĞÖáłņÿăĿȿɧ
ɧ

�ÿáɠdł¾×Ęá�ɀɦ^áŨņĘáŎŎáłɔɦ�¾łĘŮɦWáŧăğɧ
�ÿáņĿă¾ğɦ�ĘœÖɔɦ�Ę¾ĔáɦWăŧáņ¾Ůɧ
W¾Ŏăğɦ�ĘœÖɔɦ�¾ņņ¾ğÝł¾ɦ9łăööăŎÿņɧ
8Ę¾÷ɦ8ĦĦŎÖ¾ĘĘɔɦ�Ů¾ğɦ�œŎŎĦğɧ
�Ħ××áłɔɦ ¾ğă×¾ɦ^÷œŮáğɦ¾ğÝɦ ¾ğăáĘɦ¥ăŶ×¾łłĦğÝĦɧ
ɧ

ɧ
ɧ
ɧ
ɧ
ɧ
8łĦĞɠŎÿáɠö¾×œĘŎŮɠ¾ğÝɠņŎ¾ööɠĦöɠ�ŎȹɠRĦÿğņɠ�Ę¾ņņă×¾Ęɠ�×¾ÝáĞŮɎɡ
ɡ
�Ħğ÷ł¾ŎœĘ¾ŎăĦğņȺɠņ×ÿĦĘ¾łņȾ�
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